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Answer1.

2. Use the words below and write a dialog between two
people.

1) Write down your favourite idiom and its meaning.

deserve, boutique, sticky, promise
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Opinion
 Answer1.

2. Match

a) What does it mean to "darken one's doorstep" ?

b) Does "sipping' mean to drink fast or slow?

c) Use the word "stuffed" in a  sentence.

conflict

internal conflict

external conflict

a) a fight between a person and an internal
source (themselves)

b) a fight between two different sources
(people)

c) a fight between at least two persons.

d) What is your opinion about students receiving a lot of
homework?
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Lying / to tell a lie
Answer1.

a) When is it okay to tell a lie?

b) In your opinion, do you think it is okay to tell a lie to resolve

conflict? Why?

2. Agree or disagree with the following statements; if you

disagree, give a reason.

"Doing homework in fun."

"The smartest man ever is Elon Musk."

"Watching TV is better than reading."
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a) What are two ways people can raise money?

b) Write a fact about charity you recently learned.

Match1.

2. Answer

1) support
2) donate
3) vegan
4) auction

a) sell to the person who pays the most
b) give freely
c) without any animal products
d) help a group out

c) Do you think the newspapers always give us the facts or
do they give us their opinions? Why?
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Opinion:
Thoughts and feelings

about a topic.

Reasons: 
The ideas that support an

opinion. Reasons can often
be facts.

  This year looked like it was successful, and I
am sure the wrestling team made a lot of

money, but I wonder why they bother to go
to the tournament every year. Usually, they

don’t do well. Not one wrestler won their
individual events, and the team only placed
third. Moreover, no one really cares about

wrestling, as it is a boring sport. I would
much rather watch football instead.

Answer1.
a) Write a fact from the passage.

b) In your opinion, should the wrestling team bother to go to the
tournament?
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 Make sentence with the following words:1.

a) meager

b) vegan

c) spectacle

d) model

e) official

g) bother

f) hardware
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1. Circle the correct word in the sentence below.

a) I promised/promesed my mom that I would study for the test.

b) I did so much work and now I desserve/deserve a break.

c) I bought this dress in the new bouquet/boutique down the street.

d) I made a promise/prommose to never eat chocolate.

e) After he ate the chocolate, his hands were all stuky/sticky.

2. Write a paragraph about a particularly bad day you
had, include some of the words in the box.

particularly, notably, in particular, such as 


